THE AMARILLO CONVENTION WAS A GREAT SUCCESS! HERES WHO WENT THERE:

Marvin E. Robbins, Broomfield, Colorado
Alex J. Bowd; Atmore, Alabama
Andy Rugg; Pointe Claire, Quebec
San McLaughlin; Gatineau, Quebec
Ray Edge & family; Buffalo, New York
Leonard Lockwood; Olympia, Washington
Maurice W. Fittler; Englewood, Colorado
Bill Hutchinson; Baltimore, Maryland
Ted Vasilopoulos & family; Los Angeles, Calif.
Harley DeLeonardis; Hobart, Indiana
Ernest R. "Lefty" Cooper; Brooklyn, N.Y.
Carroll Selt; Buffalo, N.Y.
Ken Hooker, Jr.; Salida, Colorado
Bar Boatman; Scottsdale, Arizona
John H. Bryant; Stillwater, Oklahoma
Samuel Simmons; Montreal, Quebec
Harold F. Wagner; Longmont, Colorado
Ted Larson; Omaha, Nebraska
Ken Maylath; Croton-on-Hudson, New York
Jeff Stewart; Amarillo, Texas
John D. Hathaway & family; Amarillo, Texas
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HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE

730 K W R E Now 1,000 U-1
740 K C H G Ex-1300 kc/s
790 K U T A Blanding, Utah
850 W J W Now 1,000/5,000 U-4
910 W O R D Now 5,000/1,000 U-4
990 W E I S Centre, Alabama
1010 W M O X Now 10,000/1,000 U-4
1150 K R K D Now 5,000/1,000 U-1
1230 K G E E Now 500/250 U-1
1240 W C R W Now 250 SH-1
1290 K U M A Now 5,000 U-3
1300 K G N S Laredo, Texas
1310 K D L S Perry, Iowa
1330 W B F D Now 5,000 D-1
1330 W C R B Now 5,000 U-4

And these are now 1,000/250 U-1:

1230 K F P W W K E B W B L J W C M A W M F R W A U D
1240 W M K B W F O Y W O W L K I U L K K I D
1340 W O O W K B T T 1450 W W S C W G N S K M H T W S P B
1400 K F R U W Y L K C L A W J H O W I D E
1490 K B O L W O P A W B C B W O B I W D X B W T X L

CONVENTION NEWS IN NEXT ISSUE. NEXT ISSUE WILL BE IN THREE WEEKS, DATED OCTOBER 7TH.
### CHANGES IN STATION DATA - FCC

#### NEW STATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Frequency D-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smithfield, Virginia</td>
<td>10,000 D-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLean, Virginia</td>
<td>1,000 D-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem, Oregon</td>
<td>1,000 D-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene, Oregon</td>
<td>1,000 D-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelhurst, Georgia</td>
<td>1,000 D-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### NEW CALLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Frequency D-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W E B T Wood River, Illinois</td>
<td>1440 W S L C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K S U D West Memphis, Arkansas</td>
<td>1330 W R A B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K I N Johnstown, New York</td>
<td>1400 K C I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altin, Minnesota</td>
<td>1400 W S P Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K L H S Lordsburg, New Mexico</td>
<td>1410 W S N E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K C K G Socora, Texas</td>
<td>1270 K S V A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W K R W Cartersville, Georgia</td>
<td>1290 K B V U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W S H F Sheffield, Alabama</td>
<td>1250 W S M A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W K S C Kershaw, South Carolina</td>
<td>1590 W T G A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CALL CHANGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Frequency D-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K B T R Denver, Colo. from K I C H</td>
<td>1480 K R E D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K A W A Marlin, Texas from K W L Y</td>
<td>1380 W B R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W M L P Milton, Penna., from W A T C</td>
<td>W T G P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K V R E Santa Rosa, Calif. from K S N A</td>
<td>1580 W A M W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FACILITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Frequency D-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W N E G Toccoa, Georgia, to 500 D-1, from 1320 kc, 1000 D-1</td>
<td>630 W A S V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W L S I Pikeville, Kentucky, to 5,000 D-1, from 1,000 D-1, same channel</td>
<td>900 W E A S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K A B L Oakland, California, 1,000 U-1</td>
<td>920 K A B L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K O D A Houston, Texas, 1,000 D-3</td>
<td>1010 K O D A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W A U G Augusta, Georgia, to 5,000 D-1, from 1,000 D-1, same channel</td>
<td>1050 W A U G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W G N Y Newburgh, New York, to 5,000 D-1, from 1,000 D-1, same channel</td>
<td>1220 W G N Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W F A X Falls Church, Virginia, to 5,000 D-1, from 1,000 D-1, same channel</td>
<td>1230 K G F J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W C R O Johnstown, Pennsylvania. Permit to move transmitter locally</td>
<td>1290 K A C L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K F K F Bellovus, Washington, to 5,000 D-1, from 1,000 D-3, new antenna, etc.</td>
<td>1320 K F K F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W D O V Dover, Delaware, to 5,000 D-1 from 1,000 D-1, same channel</td>
<td>1410 W D O V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W L S H Tomsford, Pennsylvania, to 5,000 D-3, from 1,000 D-1, same channel</td>
<td>1490 K L G R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W V E C Hampton, Virginia, 550 U-1, move transmitter locally</td>
<td>1570 W T W B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W C L S Columbus, Georgia, to 1,000 U-3 from 1,000 D-1, same channel</td>
<td>1580 W C L S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K L I V San Jose, California, to 5,000/500 U-2 from 1,000/500 U-2, same channel, with no change in nighttime operation. The following &quot;graveyard&quot; channel stations go to 1,000/250 U-1:</td>
<td>1590 K L I V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CORRECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Frequency D-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K L A D (new) Klamath Falls, Oregon</td>
<td>1,000 D-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hi fellows. Sorry I couldn't make it to the Convention, but I just got back that Saturday from Paris where I had spent two weeks at the end of a two-month tour of the Far East with the Harvard Glee Club. We visited Hawaii, Japan, Korea, Formosa, Hong Kong, The Philippines, Thailand, India and Greece. Unfortunately, I had no radio with me so I had no opportunity to DX from abroad. However, I will be living here at home this year so I should have plenty of chances to take advantage of the good winter for DX. Three score and a Baker's Dozen.
My recent activity in DX has been chiefly calling on stations that do not answer my reports. WFAE-1470, Farrell, Pa., sent a fine report after a visit to the station, signed by Edward M. Lazor, Eic. WGRP-940 Greenville, Pa., got two reports and a visit without results, but sent a fine report after I called them on the phone. The letter was by Kenneth B. Anderson, GM and CE, also a ham, WJEED. A swell letter from WFRM-600 Condersport, Pa., by Martin Weiss, SA who is interested in DX. I suggest you send Mr. Weiss a duplicate of your report if you have an unanswered one to WFRM. WMNS-1350 Olean, N.Y. sent a fine letter after a visit I made. Mike Ceci, CE says r/c each 3rd Friday from 1:40-2:05 a.m. WWM-1470 Portage, Pa. took time to check my report and write a letter while I visited them last week. Chuck Deel, GM was most congenial and says the station's h/c is the last Wednesday after midnight, but no definite time. WSHH-1570 Latrobe, Pa., sent a letter and QST; Dick Crosby, FM. I suggest you follow having reports outstanding to WSHH should IMMEDIATELY get out a carbon copy or another report to him. I'm sure he will answer reports, but take my word and do it at once.

The bookkeeper receptionist at WKMC-1370 Roaring Spring, Pa. was a cake of ice, but did promise to call my memo to the attention of CE Irving Metzger from whom I have not heard as yet. Incidentally WMKO is now on the air daily at 4:30 a.m. and received a report from Fairbanks, Alaska. Stopped at WEND-1580, Ebensburg, Pa., whom I hear KS, and saw the reports of many NRCers, all of which have not been answered, and prospects didn't seem too hot that the CE/GM could do it soon. However I will make another visit shortly and will offer to help them out. I saw reports of Lefty, Kenit Seay, Pat Pelley, Ralph Johanna, etc. I await a report from WMBB-1460 Ambridge, Pa., after a phone call. Also am working on WEEP, WAKO WONG WAYZ. I will soon be going to Washington D.C. and plan a stop at WMMP. Maybe I can get those DX reports answered. I am discovering the CE is the least likely person to answer your report at some of these small stations. I think the CE in many is just a name on that payroll. Also I stopped in Smethport Pa., last week and learned WSPQ-910 is not yet under construction, so don't waste time looking for them yet. Also visited WEAW-960 Plattsburg, N.Y. and learned they'll be on late with Yankee-L.A. baseball several more times. They QSL quickly.

CE of WEAW lives upstairs and we might fall him into a DX without much trouble!

Glen Kriedler - 314 South 24 Street - Allentown, Pennsylvania

I would like to congratulate John Mann on receiving his "Thirteen Original Colonies Plaque" as well as Paul Jacobs, the first to receive it out of the States. This is offered to anyone who has verified three stations in each of the 13 original states. You can get by with only two in R.I., N.H. and Del., but the cost is 50¢ to cover mailing and printing. Just came back from summer prep school and a vacation in Canada. Enjoyed visiting Mike Silbert, but can't make the Convention. Going down to the shore instead. Heard on the dials were KFJZ-1270 Fort Worth, Tex. s/off 1 a.m., CKGB-970 Hull, Que. s/off 1; WCGG-1320 Greensboro, N.C. ET 12:30 a.m. 6/16, CJSS on RAW sked, 2:30 a.m. WDMV-540, Pocomoke City, Md. 4:45 a.m. s/on, WKBX-1220, Keene, N.H. BRR sked, 4:15 over CJSS; WJUN-1220 Mexico, Pa. s/on 5:00; CKCY-280 Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. RS at 4:00, weak and behind WOKY. Verifies claims 10,000 watts D, 6,000 N. with directional to NICE/SW. WKV-92-180 Lewiston, Pa. Ns 5:00 a.m. WFR-920 s/on 5:02, KPR-530 AN sked six days, except Sunday 12-6 a.m. nice letterhead on verify. WCAT-1390 s/on 5:25. The new WLTS-1350 Fredericksburg on RS as's/pn 5:57 with 500 watts over WADD/ WAVY, WDMV-1570 Westfield, mass. on RS 6:03 a.m. through mess, and WDOS-720 Oneonta, N.Y. 9/8 off 8 p.m. Verifies total 590 with latest: WKEA KEFJZ WDMV CFRA CBW CFAC WSKI WION WCGG KOMA KIOA KEH WLBZ XPAC (QSLs); CKCB WCGG WAKK CJSS CKCY WBZ WIRE WJPQ-GKRM WFRG-WKPR WDMD WDMD WCAM, WOLF WNGS WBBQ WSIZ (letters); WAZ WGS WMHH WZJ WIZ WOKM WIWZ WCAX (f/s), and WWW WOKM WMBP WMHH WPAI WMHH KPIG WP cards. Anyone know who if anyone verifies at WJUL WISM KPIG and KWBZ?

James H. Otterman II - Route 1 - Box 145 - Salida, Colorado

Hi all! Being a newcomer, I'd like to issue my first Musing. Thanks to all those who welcomed me so heartily! I have never received such a warm welcome anywhere; it makes for a close and friendly Club. I have very little to report as this past month had a rainstorm almost every day. (Little rain but a lot of lightning.) I am making a collection of verifies from Colorado stations. I have all the big ones: KOA KLZ, etc. but the little ones are more difficult. Sorry I missed the Convention but finances prohibited my coming. So long for now. '73. (Welcome, Jim, to our NRC! -ed.)
Greetings from Golden Gateville! I have resigned from KHVH, and am now here in the Bay area, at present working for Kaiser Industries, with radio work in the foreseeable future. Between 8/6-14, took a tour to see the relatives in Miami and New York, but didn't have too much time for DX. From Miami; I never did hear the WFI stations on 640 and 840, but was surprised to see most of the Copans signing off at midnight. WAME-1260 received authority to operate full time, and they said they'd be 24 hours. Was in New London, and was surprised to hear WAMM-1260 Westport. I may be a little behind the times but what happened to WAVZ-1260 in New Haven? (1300 now, Pete -ed.) While driving from S.F. airport to town on 8/6, was amazed to hear KHVH over WHO about midnight EST. I knew it was KHVH as heard one of my old commercials! If some of you heard classical music on 1220 Wednesday evening 8/16, it was KBE, which stayed on until at least midnight PDT. Called them the next day on it, and they said the phone company goofed, and they couldn't s/o. Studios are in Sausalito, where they were preceding KGUC-FM and their AM XR is down in Palo Alto. Can't wait to get the old HQ-160 in action here; likewise the AM/FM tuner, where it will be nice to hear more than one FM station. During the Governors' Convention in Hawaii, KHVH relayed material to ABC San Francisco via RCA SW; we received two DX reports on it stating they heard KHVH signals on 15 mg/s. I confirmed the data, and sent the reports on to RCA for CSIs. It will be interesting to see how the Hawaiians come in here; I never did report KTOK-1060, KIKI-1250, KOHO-1250, KNDI-1250, SFLK-1250, KFO-1260, CBW-1260, and a 100 kHz horizontal. DX has been better than ever recently. New stations: this month: (August) KGFL-1340, KKKO-1500, KGAR-1330, KIRON-560, KFOA-1240, KGIO-920, KCFC-1060, KCTX-1510, KDKX, KGW-650, KGFT-1310, KMEN-980, KSPR-1340, WINZ-940, WOKJ-1590, WORR-1350, WPIC-590, WSAL-1360, CKY-580, plus 34 others. Total new received, 53; total reports out in August, 46. Los Angeles station KJJ "Radio 93" has gone AN with the rest of the KJO stations. Stations not in the f/o list: KGMS-1360 tests third Sunday 4:00-4:40 EST; KDIA-1310 third Monday 3:45-4; KJXO-1430 third Monday 3-15; KFMB fourth Monday 3:00-7:00, and KALO-1270 3:00-3:12. New ANs: KRAM-1430; KERN-1370; KSER-1470, Moses Lake, Wash. KYOS-1490 now signs off at 2:02 a.m. PDT and XEAU-1470 (who say they are AN 24 hours) signs off at 3:00 EST. XEAU claims to be the only all-music station in the world and of course XETRA the all-news station. Also, KRAM-320 Las Vegas (Lost Wages) tests on second Thursday 4:00-4:15 EST with music and tone. A lot more to report later but not enough space now. Good DX to all and a pleasant and happy school year to all who must attend. 73s and the best of luck. For those interested I have an unlimited supply of KEOO KVFB KCBQ and KOL "Top 40" survey lists. I am willing to trade for other surveys or just write me and ask for one. Please include a stamp. Thanks again. - 73s. (Welcome, Randy, to the NBC! -ed.) Marvin E. Robbins - 265 Laurel - Apt. A4 - Broomfield, Colorado (NEW ADDRESS): You'll be able to see by the address that there have been some recent changes. Made the decision this summer to make the move from Omaha to Denver in Colorado, and have been in Colorado two weeks now. Enjoying every minute of it. Bill and Fran Mittler and myself plan to arrive in Amarillo late Friday night for the big 1961 Convention. Broomfield is one of the smaller suburbs, (pop. 8,000) of Metropolitan Denver. It is located about 15 miles North of downtown Denver. Hope to see all of you in Amarillo in a few days. 73. Stan Morse - R. R. 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts Verie WLKX who says mine first report. Glen Kippel, yeah, DX (CB) Horizons real dandy for DXers - wonderful DX section in August! None! Even better in September - a slap at the hand that fed them. 8/5- Verie WGRC PP card, and WJCM same way. Letter WWJD and dups from WLKX. Lefty, if you think we have got radio on WHIT, WNBG etc., switch to the "Teenagers' Delight" WMEX and be assaulted by their "entertainment" for the public convenience and necessity! See you in Amarillo Friday night!
August saw a setup in static as well-as no sign of QTHA on 560. I'm sure lost on 60 new ones while letting asleep take a holiday. I picked up at station on 1550 at 5:11 EST on 8/5 with a call similar to WSOY. It was not WBAZ nor WECF. Where is it?

Some of the better ones heard were KVEE-750, testing at 4:36 EST 8/5; WROK-1440, 12:36 a.m., 8/17; XIZ on same frequency 40 minutes later. Heard an unID station on 1480 giving time as one and a half hours ahead of EDT. I figured it was a 10 kW. Newfoundland but I's probably VOUS, a very nice surprise. I sent a report and am awaiting a reply. Heard it on Thursday, 8/17 at 2:30 EST. Other stations, WMIR-1410, Fla., 12:16 8/21; WELO-1320 12:44 8/21, my 34th state on the ECE; KERC-630, 1:06, hope they verify; WTYQ-1410 2:00 r/c, my best U.S. logging so far; CM05-1320, 2:10 on 21/8. The mailman didn't bring much in the way of verify though I had sent out plenty of reports and it looked like I was almost up to date. Then I found lots of new ones on each AM I was up to get me hopefully behind again, as always. Twenty-five verify were pushed through the mail slot at 16. Lake breeze but nothing spectacular. Best was WIST who said they might have a contest on their AM show for most distant listeners. I thought I had wasted my dime in sending a report. My totals are 257 logs and 43 verified. Recent verify are cards from WCMB, WBEE, WBT, WIRG, WJHD, WCQ, CBA, WCPV, second report WCPE, WDPX, KNOX, and WAAP.

Letters from WWGB (with verify stamps), WIP WHFY ZNS, WAWZ KFT (with verify stamp) and WQDA. Although it may look good, verify are lagging badly. The better logging are (all on ES unless noted): 8/6-WVCQ-1490 s/off at 1 a.m.; WKEE-1320 s/off and WEEM-1240 and of a test at 1:14; 2:15-8:30 WMAT-1220 Eting. 8/13 all at twilight: WCOB-1550 on top at 6:49 p.m.; WTPS-1250 and WKEK-1220 s/off at 7, WNAI-1310 on top at 7:02; WAAB-1440 through severe WNTR slopover at 7:16. 8/14-KSO-1480 s/off under some one's 3ST at 1 a.m.; WISM-1490 s/off at 1:01, KOM-1520 through heavy static at 1:27. 8/18-WABC-900 LR (now, but that's what it was announced as) at 12:10 a.m.; 8/18-12:30 a.m.; WXDR-1550 11; WRRB-5400, for an audio test; 1:29 WKEO-740, 1:23 WCAG-880; 1:35 XFL-640; 1:11 WMAB-540; at 1:55, CRK-540, facic. in over DABK, and 2:05 WOY-920. Also 8/19, in the afternoon hit something on at about 1000 k.c./s. with an ID of WKEY in Connecticut. Found a WIST listed in the "Jones Log" on 990. Has it switched? 7 p.m. WABC and CHUL battling for 990... 7/15 WEIR-1570 s/off. 8/35-CKET-850, logged as there was no WMCA slopover due to WMCA checking that XE for 55 minutes; logged it at 2:55 a.m.; 3:46 KONO-560; 4:00 WJAB-1440 s/on; 4:30 WEMC-1370 and WHEE-1350 s/ons. 8/26-6:47 p.m.; WCOB-1440 through WNTR slopover; 8/26-GJAW-750 at 12:36 a.m.; WBMK-1240 at 11:30 (now AM) at 7:01 p.m., WXDR-1470. 8/27 between 6:28 and 6:36 p.m., WHEE-1220, WHEE-560 (on top) and WISM-1140 but all out by 6:40. Also WHAN-1150 s/off at 7:15. 8/31-WVTO-870 s/off at 6:58 p.m. and WAT-1320 s/off at 7:14. That's it for now, as the AM are beginning to go here, so 73s.

J. B. "Pat" Bailey - 322 Sporty Street - Jamestown, New York

New verifies are WAKW WATIT WMHJ KSDK WSHK KNMT WFOT and 24 reports still out to new ones. 8/13-WBBA-1550 test at 1:22: WBBAA-540, test at 2:28. No WISS today. 8/14--to XEFK, WKEE-1430, r/c; WBBAA-1550, test at 2:28; 8/16-WBBAA-1570, test at 1:36. 8/17-WAYY-1550, test at 1:43. WISM-1480, test at 2:43 for new ones. 8/18-WZM-540 test at 1:48, never answered five reports yet. WRA-1440 test at 2:13; 8/21-KEQM-1580, test at 2:40. WABX-1570, test at 2:57. 8/22-WFEC-560 test at 1:22; WFFC-1430 test at 1:52. WSDR-1460 test at 2:05 for two new calls. 8/26-WDNN-540 test at 2:15, 8/25-WREM-ET at 1:35 for a new call and one Florida in back with a test but no ID caught, 8/26-WKVE-1490, r/c; 8/30-WETS-1480, on ET and not in DX NEWS yet; a new one. 8/7-WAKM-1490, short test at 14:15-15:22, new call. Thanks to all the boys in Amicallo for the grand time at Convention, even during the cold snap Sunday. Had nice plane trip, even if it was my first one. Instead of going into Chicago, Kansas City rerouted me through New York on jet... two hours and 20 minutes later was in the helicopter (P. S.)
that I was scared! Hope to see all in INDIANAPOLIS next year!

Bill Feldt - E2YM/F - USRO/NATO - APO 230 - New York, New York

Bon mnr. DX here is as follows: 8/19- Athlone-556 at 5 p.m. 8/20- Navid-Sad-1268 at 5 p.m. Leipzig-1322 at 5:05 with Moscow relay. French Common Wave-1349 at 5:10 in such locations as Grenoble and Limoges, 8/22- Falun-1223 at 4 p.m. parallel to 1178 and with QNI from Madrid, Prague-558 at 5:15, very strong. Munich-APR-548 at 5:30. 8/23- Madrid-554 at 5 p.m. under Paris Grenelle, Salonika-QVQ-791 at 8:30 with ID and jammed immediately. 8/25- Erfurt-792 at 4:30 p.m., battling it out with Moscow Edge, Berlin Island Station (B15)-1358 at 5:06 with English N1. EAJ94-1403 at 6 with ID in Spanish. Greifswald-556 at 5:30 parallel to Erfurt, Berlin-AFR-935 at 7:05 mixing it up with IvoY. Bombay-1230 at 7:35 with fair signal, WZET-1260 at 9:05 p.m. with NCI NX and ID for new one. Had them as WWDA, but never got around to logging this state side, in New Jersey. Cluj-115 at 10 p.m. a/on and ditto for Craiova-1457 and Bucharest-354 and Timisoara-755, all new. Uzhgorod-890 carrying Moscow in Russian. Also heard but not needed: WMEX-1510 WNEW-1130 WINS-1010 CBA-1070 WQXR-1500 WBAI-1090 CFBC-930 WCBS-880 WCAU-1210 WMGM-1050 WEZ-1030 plus flutters on 1500 and 1540 and unidentified signals on 1450 and 1390. All these between 7:45 and 9:15 p.m. in English. Bologna-1115 and Genoa-1331 at 1:25 and 1:35 in Common Wave Service. Ragusa-1558 at 1:45 p.m. with good signal. British Third Programme-1546 fair at 1:50. Toulouse-944 at 2:40. (All after WEZ are 8/25). CBI-1140 at 9:30 parallel to CBA. HJ35-1150 at 9:45 very weak. Deutscher Freiheitsender Neun Hundert Vier-904 (of course) at 10:55 p.m. with ID after each round. Wroclaw-1259, Gdansk-1304, and Torun-1367 all at 11 p.m. a/on and then parallel. Also heard but not needed were: WNEW CBA WINS WHME WRAI WZET WQXR CFBC and WMGM. All between 8:20 and 12:10 a.m. WMGM WINS WNEW and WHME held on here until way after sun up. As a matter of fact, WMGM and WINS were still very readable at midnight EST (6 a.m. local time) well after the Polish stations were no longer readable. For a while I was beginning to wonder if these two diehards would provide all day reception here, hi. This was very surprising to me and would have been so if in mid-winter but mid-August makes it a bit unusual, no? Look! it is going to be a good season ahead! QSL from Athlone. 73.

Peter V. Taylor - 2340 Pacific Avenue - San Francisco, California

The old HQ-150 has really been activated for the first time in 2 1/2 years, and some reports are on the way. Put up 50' NW/SE and 25' NE/SW on Sunday 9/3 and went to work with reports to KWO-1250 KHSI-1290 KVIP-540 KROY-1240 KUBA-1500 KJAX-1150 KSEM-1390 KDNA-970 and CKOK-800 most of which are regular here. KGU-760 finally came through with baseball at 12:30 a.m., but no sign of KHSV-1040 as WHO was too much. KJAX-1100 is about a half mile away so they pretty well clobber 1080-1120. KFI-640 is good daytime, but not KFPC-710, and KROY-1240 barrels in; they must be 1 kw. D, 250 W. Set the alarm for 2 a.m. PDT and just snooped around for about an hour and a half, noting CKY-580 KORI-550 KBIG-1420 TT plus a few others. During the evening noted a BCC show on 940 so thought I had Granada, but it was WHAS. Lefty, I don't have an up-to-date log here; is KNXT-930 really in Paradise, Calif. (Yes, 500 D.-ed.) Big ad in today's paper (9/4) stating KNBC now operating from new 50 kw. RCA multiphase XR. I guess this is the one they leave on AN unmodulated. It looks like a good location; I didn't stick around long enough to catch any TFS, the Hawaiians were so poor I didn't think it worthwhile. KPOI-1380 noted under KNKO AN. I notice a slight shift to Saturday night/Sunday AM silent periods as in KSFO KTIC KSVH WHO which won't help the NFO Specials. I am looking forward to being active again, and would like to break 1,000 verifies this season (796 at present). Are there any other BC3 DXers up this way? 73's.

Dave Holden - 7526 South Colfax Avenue - Chicago 49, Illinois

Haven't reported since February so I thought I would before school started again. I was too busy to do any serious DXing after February but I did have the chance to put all my scattered program material in a permanent log. After deleting most of the tentative and verify which were too vague to be considered verifies I have 792 stations and 271 verified. My goal for this season is 1,000. Verified before 2/1/62 which will be exactly three years since I started. DX for August-8/14- 12:29 a.m. 1250-WYMT ex-WCAE. 8/15- 1:00, 1440 KILO s/off. 8/21- 1:20, 1280 WVAR testing; 5:56 1440 WPG s/on. 8/25- 4:07 p.m. 1410 WACN and finally on 8/30, 1070 WFLI yesting with c/w at 3:35. Only summer verifies were CJLX WOMI and WSNJ. Good DX! Local WJOB-1230 off NSP, now silent 12-6 a.m. Monday AM and local 1450 WHFC off AN sked after one (P?)
September 16, 1961

(Dave Holden) You try. I fixed an AB-250 amp and will use this rig for my DX work here since I can finally put up an outside antenna. If anyone (still?) uses this set or has ever used it could you tell me what set-up works best with this antique and any improvements that can be made. I would like to hear from anyone who likes to repair and use these prohibition era models. My next big ambition is to build an early (about 1930-35) ham XR so if any of you long-time hams still has the plans of one of his early rigs that worked, well, let me know. Hope I can get my license before this winter so I will have to get to work on my code practice. How were things in Amarillo? Sorry I couldn't make it. 73.

Ed Satterthwaite Jr. - 69 Homestead Drive - Doylestown, Pennsylvania

Greetings. A few random comments from here. I will try for brevity, but no reference to AM DX. Lefty?? (Slip of the typing finger, hi - ed.) New loggings are CHOK-CHVC and W.HR. Several veries, including TIPC on a f/ up for varied country. Said my original report never reached them. Tools now are 463 logged, 182 varied. Probably little DX from here for a while. I enter the University of Delaware this fall and will take an FM radio; All only if time and space permit. Equipment note: Finally, made [insert helpless rendition] put a power supply and AV3 switch in my BC-435B. AV3 switch seems to help sensitivity - even random noise developed about one volt of AV3, which reduces gain. Power supply is a silicon rectifier voltage doubling circuit based on the Triad R-73B transformer. Results are excellent, and this seems to be a very good transformer and power supply for surplus conversions on the basis of voltage and current output as well as physical size. I bypassed each side of tool17 volt lines to-ground, 0.1 mf. capacitors, and this seems to reduce electrical noise, ITV, and the hum/drum noted on WBUK. Also picked up a remote control loop on the surplus market marked: Antenna AT-447/ARD-8. For anyone else considering buying one, it has very handy tools, but is rather insensitive with a 5" diameter. Probably would make a fine base for a larger loop though - shielded contacts, rotatable, and remote control and position indication. Finally, anyone looking for a 30m receiver might consider the BC-144-S-2-L low frequency version of the BBN government communications receivers. They are going for $40 or $50 with 117 volt supplies in the New York area. I have not had the opportunity to examine these receivers, but they should be well built and perform well. 73.

Larry B. Godwin - 1550 Broadway - Poudler, Colorado

Hi gang! To everyone who came to Amarillo for the Convention, thanks! The total registration was 565, which was greater than we had hoped it would be. There will be a Convention Summary in DX NEWS in an issue or two. It's Indianapolis in '62! We'll, DX in August was the best all summer, I believe, but I logged only a few new ones. KGTO-1350 Dawson Creek, B.C. was heard frequently 3:00-3:07 EST s/off with only WADC to interfere. Hurray! XE9 was off the air 8/31 and 22. I heard CHIC-1050 Toronto and CJJC Sauls Ste, Marie Ont. s/off 4:30 EST; WDZ-1060 Decatur, Ill. s/off 6:00 with WOR Scottsboro, Ala.; WERL-1060 Bay Claire, Wis. s/off 6:15; WJJS-1250 Grafton, Ill. s/off 6:15; KVLK-1050 Little Rock, Ark. s/off 6:30; WXJ-1050 Shreveport, La. s/off 9:00 with "Dixie" 6:45. On 8/21 I heard WJHL-1050 Boston Mass. 3:27-3:45 and have the verie back. On 8/22 I heard WAC-1530 Patchogue, N.Y. s/off 5:00 and WPBC-1530. Morningside, Md. ET TT 5:00 g/s on 5:15. 8/24 I heard KVU-1250 Salt Lake City Utah s/off 9:30 p.m. 8/25 brought LaRidiflorosa Nacotal on 161 in Montana, Montana with very strong signal 1:14-2:31. The special DX announcer over KGJO-1120 Pocatello, Idaho was heard very well 8/26 at 4:15 a.m. EST with an excellent program about the 1961 Convention. If you haven't written Jack Sweeney of KQFM, thanking him for making this announcement, write him a quick note now, even though you might have missed the broadcast. On 8/26 I heard WJAS-1440 Westbroke, Me. like a semi-local with extremely good signals at 4:40, and then a f/c by WMM-1580 Leitchfield, Ky. 5:05-5:10, from WMM-1580 Siler City, N.C. s/off 5:30 with SSB. 8/27 brought KRK-1200 Boston, La. 1 c/T 2:13-3:15; KAVE-1240 Carlsbad, N.M. f/c-T 2:37-3:43 off. Then 8/28, my last Monday AM this summer, brought the best domestic catch of the summer: CHOR-1560 St. Johns, N.B. s/off 4:01. On 8/28 Murray Mann, Ernie Wesolowski, Ken Lockwood and I drove to Del Rio to get the scoop on ZRS. We talked personally to Paul Kallinger who was very friendly to us and invited us to his home. He told us ZRS was off because of tvx trouble and that the station would soon be returning. He told us WJFV operates with an RA 250 kw. XR since 1959 and that the station is owned by "the Mexican" pastieman. We visited the XR and took numerous pictures. Hope to follow later! Please send your f/c's.
Hi station hunters. First, my apologies to Larry and the other club for missing the convention but didn't make enough dough to attend. Larry, Jenkins and Nolan read your letter on CHED's AM show. Hope he answers your tape. In my first season with the NI I have been shown just how helpful a good RCB Club can be, especially those tips and these Musings. Thanks - hope all had a good season. DX: 8/12- KHNN-1330 TT 5:30. 8/12- KRUX-1350 AN 4:00. 8/22- KSDR-1430 1 kw, Watertown, S.D. (newie) ET/TT 2:16. 8/24- KHEY-690 ET/TT 2:21. 8/26- (one of my best Aims) KKDA-1440 r/c-TT 2:21, GTP-1120 (an illegal station - tiny XR, anyone else hear 'em?) 2-3:30, KEST-790 TT/M 5:25; WTAG-790 3:50, WAKY-770 TT 3:45, CJAD-800 NX 4:00, WOKX-1350 4:25, WAVY-1350 4:28, WADC 1350 s/on 4:30, WHEG-1360 end WX 4:36, WOXY/WBC-1460 5:00 under WFVQ. Then WVOX s/on 500 watts 5:02, WING-1410 5:05, KCBC-1070 5:40, KEST-1170 5:40. 8/29 except for KGAP-1340 s/off 2:06 SSB, KRED-1340 2:07, KEYD-1350 s/on English, then 5:700. Verne KABR v/1 who say they "would like to encourage RCB reports", NUTA v/1, KUPD v/1, CKOM v/c, KTFV v/1 - has a friend George Pogo's here at CIA. 73's till next time.

Jeff Stewart - 3013 Washington Street - Amarillo, Texas.

Greetings! The Amarillo Convention is over, and we hope everyone had a good time. Mr. Pearce, manager at the Kanada Inn, said there were no complaints and he would be glad to have us back again sometime (a precedent, hi?) Congratulations to Lefty for winning the award. Fred Spack and to Stan Morss on being the member from the farthest point, as well as winning the Grand Prize during the Quiz. I know Dave Roys will have a fine Convention lined up next year as the scene switches to Indianapolis, and don't forget Denver in '63. DX hasn't been too plentiful due to Convention planning and a new job. I am now a member of the C23, and hope to get a few DX programs lined up for the season. DX since last report: 8/12- WAWK-1570 Kardallville, Ind. test 1:15; WFRH-1570, Freeport, Ill. test 1:21; WAFS-1570 Amsterdam, N.Y. test, 2:15. 8/14 brought r/c's from KENR and KIHN. On 8/15, KRED-1570 College Park, Ga. testing from midnight until about 2:00. 8/16 brought KME-1570, Morris, Minn. testing at 1:11. Or 8/17, WLOU-1350, Louisville, Ky. s/on at 5:01. 8/13 brought KCD-1570, Fairfield, Ia. s/on at 6:00. On 8/18, WVEC-1570, Ward Ridge, Fla. heard 7/M at 12:19 a.m. 8/21 brought KEDK-1050, Las Vegas, Nov. with test while XEF was off; WOKX-1350, York, Pa. RS at 4:18; WIBC-1070, Indianapolis, Ind. (hi Dave), RS @ 5:06; and WMEZ-1510, Boston, Mass. heard on RS @ 4:58 a.m. 8/26 was good AM for East with WJAB-1440, West Brook, Me. coming in with QRN; also heard were CKW-1220, Moncton, N.B. s/on @ 4:00 for first from that province; and WDEN-1570, Westfield, Mass. s/on at 5:00 for best catch on 1570. As you can see, XERP's being off the air has netted quite a few new ones. Ver- sion include WSBN-1560, Fremont, Mich.; KRLC-1350, Lewiston, Idaho; KENK, Englewood, S. D. and WMEZ-1510, Boston. Here's hoping the next season will bring some good DX. 73's.

Ben Dangerfield 3rd - 202 Governor's Drive - Sorrel Estates - Chester P.O., Pa.

Here we go into a new DX season, and from what I've noted this far, it's going to be a good one. My only regret is missing the Convention, which I am sure must have been a large success. I will not devote too much space to specific DX. TA signals have been coming in since mid-August, but few real strong. Details are in the International DX Digest. Nevertheless, it is a taste, I hope, of good things to come. CSE-3, on 782, has been coming in nightly in the early evening, stronger than ever. Monte Corleo-1466 has been good the last two evenings until s/off at 7:05 EST. Right now I am listening to the night program from Rom-945 (at 7:35 EST) although it is being heavily QRNed from both sides. An hour ago I had Spain on 1067 kc/s., but which one of the many, I don't know. There have been many signals from Spain the last few evenings, but weak. However, I recall that in the last two seasons there was an early influx of TAs, but little except LAs for most of the Fall, with a swing back to the real long distance after the first of the year. Perhaps that will happen again this year, but I hope for more variety. Note: I hold Rom-945 in the clear from 7:33-3:05 p.m. at about an R-8 signal, with an ID in English at 8:07. Now I understand that this one is best early in the season, so suggest you try it as soon as possible. On the home front I'm afraid that I haven't accomplished too much. On 8/30 found KCAM-860 very strong behind CUBC at 10:00 p.m., and noted CKOF atop 1510 several evenings in August. French Cana- dians have been consistently strong. No sign of the new Media, Pa. station on 590. In closing, Rom-945 still good, with Italian pop music at 8:40 p.m. Best DX to all.

FOR A CONVENTION THAT'LL BE "TOP RANKIN" IT'S 1962 IN INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA!
September 1961

LARRY SCHWARTZ - 4812 Alys St. Drive - San Diego 15, California

Hi again from SD. Sure hope everyone and a few Ams missed it! As for DX, it's really great. No, just kidding. I'm sure you can conserve space will list only the better ones. KGEI-980* WORK-1360* CHAI-970 WLOU-1350* WPLA-970* WING-1410* WPGU-1410* (my first S.C.) WBBJ-1413* KLYK-910 KTVY-910 KINT-1590* KGCR-1350 KGOL-1450 KMNI-980* KGSM-610* KYSS-910 WCKY-1530 KXZ-1230 KFI-1350 (through AN past KFC) KLRB-1010* CHUB-1570 WAPF-1570* (EY) KZGL-1570* (all of these because someone did a good job at KZQF, hi). CHGO-1600* KNVI-1230* KTIT-1560* KICN-1590 Victorville, Cal., 500 watts for a new ET, KCTX-1510 f/c, KPIK-1800* KICL-780* KCRG-1600* KATZ-1300 KVOP-1400* for f/c, KAPQ-1350 for f/c, WHAN-1800* KRAI-550 KREO-1050* KLOS-1400 CFOR-1570 heard at 8:10 p.m. PDT while still light! CEK-540 KRYN-1460 KGNN-1280 WHU-1440 KLOU-1280 KUSL-1560 KOG2-1600 heard AN for hurricanes Watch, and lastly WSAY-1370 N.Y. for about my best pick up. * are verified. Other verifies include: KTFT KOVR KIDD WVQ KIST KOWL XXIV KFYX KMRG KIDD KXRY KIHB KROW KFQ and KHAT. Veris total up to 165, loggings to 556. My verifies from KICN and KHAT ask for letters from NRG members, especially KHAT whose CE says that DXing is not what it used to be. Help! v/s please for WAP KSTP KYES KSKL KSKH WAGW WCTO KIBS. KQV KOKY KCIN WHEN XEKA and KABY. 'Ch yes, while listening to KSKH f/c heard YL from the brand new KUTA-790 in Blaauzoo, Utah. As I predicted KFYR is now AN but so far off Mondays! Noticed KPOU-1540 off AN at 4:00 a.m. MST this morning (9/3). YV3 AN show failed so they're off also. New ANER, KICN-1410 NSP. Up to San Francisco two weeks ago, any NCOs there? Saw the "DX Ranch," hi. Well, better get off, don't want to hog space! Again, I gladly furnish tips on SD, LA, SF stations, just write.

Tom Shimideacker - 290 North Sandusky Street - Delaware, Ohio

Nearly 40 stations have found their way into my log during the past two weeks, including #1,000 and State #42. Going way back to 6/23, WSS-1333 and a 2p.m. ID 6/24: 11 p.m. ID from CHIQ-1280. 6/25: WMS-1330 ID at 11:45 p.m. / WQPO-930 cell change at 11:30 p.m., with KFYR-550 NBC NX on 7/8 at 12:05 a.m. 7/7, more waves. WATS-960 ET at 12:05, followed by WBO-1450 s/off at 1:20 after. Pirate game, JVN-1350-1400 and WHIK-1400 cell change at 1:21 a.m. and 1:29 respectively on 7/8, 7-23: KTYI-1570 f/c at 1:10 a.m., WTHR-1480 ET at 11:15, WHKM-1350 s/off at 1:10, and XCLX-1397 A/c at 1:31. 8-2: WQCW-1340 AN at 12:32. 8/15: Long-awaited WAP-1420 now with 6,000 watts, heard on ID at 6:44 p.m. WHY-1470 call change followed at 7:16. 8/15: Finally heard an ID from Radio Swan-1130 at 11:12. 8/18: #1,000 in form of CHP-1220 s/off at 12:01 a.m., WJJS-1390 with Cardinal Game at 12:42, WCTV-1240 s/off after late Red game at 1:07, MARS-1570 ET at 1:12, WRED-1570 ET at same time, KXV-520 RS at 1:25, and WYLD-940 after several tries at 1:29. 8/17: CJKL-580 Sports at 10:27 p.m. and WTCH-960 with Braves game at 11:32. 8/18: WTPR-1320 NX at 12:37 a.m., WELZ-1570 ET at 12:05. Later on in day, CUTE-510 through WTVN at 10:39 a.m. and long-wanted WFN-520 through WHHE at 11:00. 8/28: WFBF-800 NX at 1:55 a.m., KINM-510 ID at 2:32, XOHQ-860 (finally) ID at 2:45, and my 42nd state in the form of WYU-1230 with early r/s on at 3:21 through WHRT. Final three loggings of the season from New Castle were on 9/4, as WJNC-1240 f/c heard at 12:43 a.m., WJSK-1480 s/off at 1:00, and WEQP-1230 ET at 1:17.

Built a "Williams Loop" about three weeks ago and have had excellent results with it. WTCH CJKL WHEN CUTE and WUY among others could not have been heard without it. If anyone has a loop and desires to rotate it remotely, write Fair Radio Sales, Box 1105, Lima, Ohio and ask for latest catalog. Back page has radio compass calibrations, etc. which can be constructed for about $13 using surplus gear. Running out of lines, so 73s and best of DX.

Jim Critchett - 1504 Glenwood Drive - San Diego 15, California

No reception reports were sent out here between 6/9 and 6/5. 16.0-224 has been heard as early as 5:50 a.m. so may be an AN except Mondays. 150 KEGY was heard a few Ams before 7:30 in late August. Am now working ten hours a day and Saturday's just get my rest, and no DXing sessions. Still plenty of static anyway. Varies have been received from 690 XETRA, 1250 KTWL, 1270 KAIR, 1320 KIAN and 1330 KRAY, 1320 KAIR said they would test on 1330 soon. We flew to Medford, rented a car and drove around Crater Lake and back to Medford and flew back home over Labor Day weekend. WK Beautiful and the snow on the lake shore, and all the evergreen trees were a welcome sight, after this desert country. But Northern California was also very dry. Hope we get rain this winter. Phone DXer Karl Raymond from the LA airport, in good health, but going to school while working so no time for DX; too many ANs, also. Hope everyone had (Plo)
(Jim Critchett) a wonderful time at Amarillo, and that a good report will be in the upcoming DX NEWS issues; awaiting them breathlessly. Must get ready for work. Best of DXing to all readers.

Roy H. Miller - F. O. Fox 778 - Bellevue, Washington

The air has the "smell of fall" in it, and DX CQ confirm; even C5J-1580 stop chare
at 11:00 p.m., s/off recent evening. By date: 8/14- KTVG-1400 Tucson, Ariz. s/on ET at 4:02 a.m.; KBW-1400 Sitka, Alaska a powerhouse on f/c 5:05-5:31 a.m. (a week later than Engineering Services, Fairbanks, says scheduled for). 8/19- New semi-local call in KQML-790 Bellingham, Wash. (ex-KVOS) ID at 9:30 p.m. 8/25- KPTF-1550 Phoenix, Ariz. s/on 7:45 a.m. 8/26- "Empire State" morning with two new ones from New York added: WNYO-1050 New York, N.Y. through XEO in a number of spots 4:10-4:50 a.m. for most dis
tance 1050 logging, and first W call thereon; WAFS-1570 Amsterdam, N.Y. s/on 5:00 a.m., fair for about ten minutes for most distant 1570 logging; CFOR-1570 s/on 5:30 a.m., un
needed here; ECMG-1570, Fairfield, Ia. s/on 6 a.m., although almost immediately covered by unneeded CEFY-1570. 8/28- Morning fine to the NE; even into New England: WOCP-1150 Boston, Mass. ID at 3:30 a.m. (AN?) (yes -ed.); WHUS-1150 Huntington, Pa. s/on 4 a.m., briefly atop QRM; CKC-1150 Hamilton, Ont. ID at 4:10 a.m., breaking atop QRM. Verities since last report: 2NA-1510 KDBU-1340 and Radio Peking-840. The 1540 Grand Junction, Colo. call I logged 8/11/51 was almost certainly KWSL, although not verified as yet; sorry about the error in recent report. 73.

Tran Mittler - 2634 South Josephine Street - Denver 10, Colorado

I made it back from the fabulous Amarillo Convention and am almost fully recovered now so will get my letter off to Musings. First off, want to thank all the Amarillo clan for making this the best NNC Convention in history. Of course, we plan to top it in Denver in '55. I'm sure a lot of fun was had by all but my biggest thrill was to see the autographed picture of Paul Hallinger of XEHF that the boys received from him: as after all I've been listening to him for all these many years, hi. Now to DX. Yup, I have heard a couple of stations, Marv Robbins and I had a couple of sessions at the dial while he was staying here. I tried to talk him into letting his GPR-90 stay but didn't get anywhere. 8/21: KLP-M-1590 Minton, N.D. on f/c-TT at 4:27. 8/16: WEAL added on ET to 2:47 to s/off at 2:30 and heard again this AM 9/9 on ET. 8/14 added WBUZ-1570 Fredonia, N.Y. ES at 5:17 for best catch so far on 1570. 8/21: KJAO-1270 Grants Pass, Ore. heard on ET/M: 2:55-3:20 with strong signal. 8/24: Reported KGXY-1590 Cheyenne and KWRV-1590 McCook, Neb. for daytime reception on Marv's GPR-90. 8/30: Reported YNOL-825 ES 11-11:15 p.m. s/off with good signal. 8/31: WTHE-1560 North Augusta S.C. heard on ES at 5:40 with KJJO off AN show for some reason. Then this AM added EJUL-1550 Part Leavce 9/9 running AN with Hurricane Carla watch. Others heard on for the hurricane but not needed were KPLC-1470 KLOU-1560 KOTG-1600. We had our own NNC Convention here Tuesday night 9/5 after the Convention at Longmont at Hal Wagner's house as besides Hal there were seven other NNC members present - myself (most important first), brother Maurice, Marv Robbins, Murray Mann, Ernie Wesolowski, Carroll Seth and Stan Morrs. Carroll had his Convention poem all made up already. It looked like Stan had bought out all the Colorado breweries with the excuse he was getting beer labels for Lefty, hi. Time to shut up and wish everyone 58 new countries heard during the '61-62 season. Verities, letters KLP-M-1590 WBUZ-1570 WEAD-1570 WHIO-1400 KWRV-1360.73s.

Stan Morrs - R. R. 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts

A wonderful Convention - meeting new Convention goers and renewing old acquaintances. Then Carroll Seth and I started for home via Colorado and on Tuesday had a DX get-together at Hal Wagner's with Ernie Wesolowski, Murray Mann, Francis & Maurice Mittler and Marv Robbins, then we enjoyed the Wagners' wonderful hospitality for the night. Then after looking at the snow-capped mountains from all directions from Longmont Park we headed East and Carroll arrived home without incident staying long enough to pick up a few clean clothes we took off from Buffalo Saturday AM and I don't know what the odds are but it happened - we turned into a Service Plaza West of Rochester and there was a car with a K-ZIP sticker and Sam Simmons, Phil Jacobs, Andy Rugg and Sam McLain were there to greet us having gone around Texas via Dallas before heading home, and as Carroll was heading for Burlington, Vt., he switched his equippage to their car and was off for Hank Tyndall's via Massena, N.Y. and I continued on home without incident.

THE V/S LIST WILL BE RESUMED NEXT ISSUE. HOWEVER IT WILL BE DISCONTINUED IF CONTINUED REPEATS KEEP CROPPING UP. IT'S UP TO YOU WHETHER TO DROP OUT "REPEATS" WHEN YOU SEND THEM IN, OR NO MORE V/S LIST.
Received memo v.1 1963 6:01-6:05 a.m. ET, 02/10/54. V.T.A. Radio 1500, Naperville, Ill.; affiliated with WQLK 1350. V.T.A. Radio 960, Frontenac B C Ltd., Radio TV Centre, Kingston, Ont. for &co. AM program, 6:30 a.m. (Sunday -) 1:30. WULN-1570, E. Morton Road, Jacksonville Ill. has four towers maybe opening around Oct. 1. 8:30-1430, Radio Box 233, Bridgeport, Ala. Roy G. McCord, O, says will hang my report up for public at the stations, expects opening toward 9/16. WHIF-1400 (opened in 1946 as VLOW), 731 Brick St., Norfolk, Va. went from LOW to HI on 71/4, 24 hours with Monday silent 12:01-5. XEIP-1560 color v.3; Peter Trowbridge is their TBU. Has KIXT, the Spanish station on 660, also Tucson, Ariz. V.I. WJUM-1560 St. Louis County BC, P.O. Box 276, St. Johns, Mich. has a three tower N/S setup. September sked 6:30-6:45, r/f 1st Saturday as 11:45. WYTV-1000 (ex-WYBR) The Milwaukee Station for Buffalo 2; P.O. Box 196 has 6 a.m. - 8:15 p.m. EDT September sked, sale awaiting OCC OK. From WEK-1350, a McClatchey Building Station, 21 and Q, Sacramento 4, Cal. printed v.c, a program and my stamps returned, 24 hours, Monday 1-5 a.m. EST off. 9/20 had T2/CO to 3:30 EST. From KYC-1430, P.O. Box 79, 1735 Greater D Street, Merced, Cal. located in San Joaquin Valley with three 1420 towers nights, minimum towards the NE, sked 5 a.m. (Sunday 5:30 - 2 a.m. their time, v.1 and for the v.1 by former GE C. Caldwell. V.1 and folder by KERS-1600 (for 0/3, 3 a.m. test), The Cedar Rapids Gazette Station, C.R. Television Co., has 9X eight miles East of city, night directional towards NW, sked 5 a.m. (Sunday) - midnight CST. V.1, WRAJ-1440 (Won R. Janesboro) Anna BC, Anna Hotel, Anna Ill. (Lackey stations, WSCN WHCP WPLT) says 8/15 was Pol test, r/f is second Tuesday 1-1:15 EDT, 9/30 a.m. (Sunday 3:30), s/off 6 a.m. October 3:15 EST. WPLT (Were Retailers First Stores) 960, a Dixieland Station, P.O. Box 1388, Athens, Ga. 5:11 EST BS 8:10. 4:40 a.m. EST s/off by WRAJ-260 on 9/26, v/led saying Jack Nagel (former WYBR-1430 CB) in hospital WWFP-1340 became WBEV bears N3, Pittsburgh, N.Y. R. P. 38 Court St. From WJJS (for CS) Ken Feaser received WJO v.c and lettershereby, WJFL-PN (920) also WJFX-1300, 1123 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 6, O, has 1 rev. D painting, is 24 hours with Robert MI 12:00-6 or 6 silent, locally monitored. Thanks, Ken. KIUO-1350 m/c 8:30-4:10 EST. ...

Len Kruse - 316 Euclid Street - Dubuque Iowa

The big Amarillo NFB Convention is in new history, and I do regret I was unable to attend this year's gathering; one of the few I missed since 1946. I am looking forward to the reading of the various summaries in the forthcoming issues. The latest DX included the following: Station CFR-1550, Since it was heard for the first time on RS on 8/15 from 5:30-6:15 a.m. in the clear. Then on 8/27 I was surprised to find the new WAPS-1570 Amsterdam, N.Y. with its RS and in the clear. The fact that powerful WEFT is silent on 1570 all morning long the past month is really WT3S to the UK World and I hope the situation continues for the better on other frequencies. The first new logging of the new 1961-62 DX Season was heard on 9/1 when I copied AN XETAF-1300 from Los Angeles, with its X and commercial. Then on 9/3 I got a report off to the new WXIN-1460 Dixon, Ill. with its BS at 4 a.m. Then the following day still another new Illinois station sked for the first time, WKKK-1530, Aurora, was heard on RS from 6:55-7:30 a.m. with some WXJT QRM. Station WDSN-1580 Fremont, Mich. was heard on its RS from 8:30-8:45 a.m. on 9/3 right beneath KEIC. Then on 9/4 Station WDU-1580, Kingston, N.Y. was heard on its RS s/on and programs from 5:30-6:30 a.m. in the clear. Then at 5:30 Station WDSN-1580 North Augusta, S.C. was heard with its RS s/on and programs for 15 minutes. The following day of 9/5 Station WDSN-1320 Hollywood, W Va. was heard s/on and programs at 5:00-6:30 a.m., beneath AN WINS. Also on 9/5 Station WQDE-1010, Lansing, Mich., was heard with its RS s/on and programs from 6:35-6:45 a.m., with QRM the final 15 minutes from WSPT. AN WXTT-1260 Pittsburgh, Pa. was heard the first time on 9/3, at times equal to AN WETP at 4:20-4:40 a.m. On 9/9 the three-month-old KGO-1560, Fort Lepanto, Texas, was on all with XJ Mexican Patch at Carla approach, in the clear. The same morning the new WNJ-1690, Centre, Alabama was heard on ET 3:30-4:30 a.m., QRM from AN KIKT. And third logging was WAXT-1570, College Park, Ga. on test 4:10-4:23 a.m., in the clear. The latest verifications were letters from KUTF WARD WHBN WNIX and neat QSL card from WAGL-dx, and a DP from WZLC.

Hal Williams - 60 Third Avenue - Seymour, Connecticut

It is some time since I have sent in a Mailing so want to get the new DX season off to a fresh start. No new loggings have been made here since 5/1 except WSPH-1260, Willsor. Coms, which thanks to a swell tip from Ken Murray, was logged on their (5/13)
Hi. These last 30 days have been veritable for DX'ers. I missed the last 4 Mondays 8/28 and 9/4 due to local storms, plus many other days. However, it was my biggest month for ares, as I received 33 during August. They are letters from W8TQY KYND WMAX KEN W9TOK W9LIX W7LL W9UTW W9UTR W9LT W9M. Then cards from ONE W9A W9M W9J W9G W9C W9N W9D W9M and W9P verified on my report. W9D was a 9. A lot of the above were fairly weak. KOIS sent another card about two weeks after first. New to DX. 8/7 1525-1545 Relay 9:30 3:20 a.m., W9RQ-1300 c/o 6:30 a.m. 10/11 1425-1545 f/c 2:32 a.m. 8/13: W9RQ-1425 c/o 3:45-4:30 a.m. 9/16 W9RQ-1425 3 c/o WEMP momentarily with "Canadian music for vacation only." 9/9 1525-1545 Rel. 10:51 a.m. KF9R-1525 f/c 1:40 a.m. 9/14 1525-1545 c/o 11:12 a.m.; K9M-1525 f/c 10:45 a.m. W9GQ-1320 f/c 17:10 over W9LT; W9RQ-1425 c/o 2:15-2:30. 8/11 K9M-1525 1:10-2:05 10/23 W9GQ-1990 f/c 2:10 a.m. tuning for reports, OBJW-1520 W9JQ-1990 1:10 a.m. K9J, K9Z etc. were in, K9B on top of 580. K9JQs had AXR test and blocked K9EQ, K9Q in strong until 2:00 s/off (with that pattern) 8/23. W9RQ-1425 disappeared at 1525, 9/4. W9RQ-1529s (consist, foamy) 9/5. W9GQ-1520 c/o at 5 a.m. over W9L; W9RQ-1520 under W9Q. W9RQ-1520 was under strong roadway on 1200 (K9EQ) who came on about 5 a.m. with "a good one in Dixie" W9Q or W9GQ. Mentioned 900 voltals. W9L was too strong for ED. Yes, about W9Q. W9Q was the original 830 station, all religious programs, and was in Zon, Ill. In 1936 W9Q turned blue and a new group took over, "Wait." However, the W9Q people produce religious programs, and in effect shared time with W9Q's."Within the last few years W9Q has been reported W9M is a good music station 100%. They use W9M's old Kh. Antenna is 450' high, non-directional. They have to s/off at sunset in Illinois, so usually are on "irregular" after sunset here. Well, 73, especially to those who have just changed school, like us.

Kery Cooper - 140 East 51 Street - Enid, OK - 67-2-1555.

Well, we tried unsuccessfully to drop the theory tag in favor of radio, but it didn't work. We might as well stick with it. And my consequent congratulations to the Amarillo clan for a wonderful Convention - not only was it one of the best, but we met every plane, train, bus or stage and they were willing and on time, too! I did not lose my return plane ticket this time, thank goodness! It was wonderful, and again, a big THANK YOU to all who like a hard time producing that three-day affair.

Now to some Ill. In these tag: 8/15 W9RQ-1520 might have received a plane call from our Larry Schin and from other points in Ft. Wayne and Cincinnati (radio signal here). 9/8. Unreadable W9Q-1520 on 2120, end at 2:14 a.m. 8/18. The Carrier was on 1520, neither of which was C9BT. Faster on 1520, a 1520. 9/8. W9GQ-1520 c/o 2120 and promising c/o, we sent for it to replace 25, and a second it to 1520; and replaced it. W9RQ-1520 was on Knox on 1520, and on 1520, plus on 1520, not of which was C9BT. Faster on 1520, a 1520. 9/8. W9RQ-1520 c/o 2120 and promising c/o, we sent for it to replace 25, and a second it to 1520; and replaced it. W9RQ-1520 was on Knox on 1520, and on 1520, plus on 1520, not of which was C9BT. Faster on 1520, a 1520.

WD8-1410 f/c 1520 on 1520, end at 1:15 a.m. 8/14. W9RQ-1520 c/o 2120; and promised c/o, we sent on 1520; and on 1520, plus on 1520, not of which was C9BT. Faster on 1520, a 1520.

We have had over 2,000 cards from stations still active. Fifty-eight of the unanswered reports are to stations with now deleted or have had call changes with 830 unanswered drop stations still active. All this since 1/5/49. I hope all who were lucky enough to be able to go to Amarillo had a swell time. Here is a KEY trip just received from the manager of the brand new K9M, Voice of South West Missouri. They will operate on 900, kuf., non-directional, with 600 watts, c/o time. They plan to be on 78 between 11:11-19 and expect to ET three or four A.M. between Sept. 25 and opening date. The manager is a personal friend of mine, states he will add all correct reports to return package is enclosed.

Address: Jack D. Reed, Manager, Station K9M, Box 47, Aurora, Mo. A successful DX season to all. 73.
My apologies to all of you for the usual summer mix-up. The August
issue hit right in the middle of my vacation again, and I had no type-
writer available to do anything with. So no DXNEWS and a huge pile-up
was still here. Sorry, fellows, will try to get most of it in this
issue, holding material from other clubs for subsequent issues. The
variations for the frequency set-up, so beginning with the next
issue, will give it a try. If it gets to be too much for me, I will go
back to the current format. From now on unless further notice, please
listen by frequency. I'd appreciate double-checking as usual
and please don't add on the end without marking the correct spot that
there is something added at the end, or it will be left out. Now,
let's see what is on call for this month.

NORTH AMERICA

ALASKA-WBAG (1400) Sitka, a powerhouse on 3.9, 5.50-5.60, 9.1
is a week later than England, or whatever schedule
the latter frequency. NBW uses band music with"Graveyarder" vanity
by VS is ED School CE; all might watch this 1400 spot. This station
change at this Alaskan "Graveyarder" 1st or 2nd Monday 0600-0630, (8-20)

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA--Following USA stations reported:

(1410) WBZ (1130) 1950; WINS (1010) 1952; WQXR (1020) 1953;

WEZQ (1050) 2010; WBZ (1030) 2015; WBBX (1090) 1954;

Note: New to my log WEZE (1260) 2105 with weak testimony.

June 16 a few W stations audible here at 0215 GMT, aside

WBZ, WEZQ, WBBX, and WQXR. (RP)

MEXICO--WEPR (1180) "Radio Athenae" verified by covered card,

which is not readable but power listed as 8000 watts and schedules
given at 24 hours. Rubber stamp across the card. (SRM) TISS (875) "La Ver-

dad Tricolor" heard with ET or early AM RS 7/13 0550-0602. (LEG) TILX

225 "Radio Columbia" heard s/off 03.02 on 7/25 with poor signals.

(LEG) TICEQ (1005) "Radio Cima", s/off very strong 7.11 0534. (LEG)

CANADA--Following Canadian stations heard 8/25: CBA (1070) 2000;

CFBC (930) good most of morning with Canadian football. (WBF)

MEXICO--WEPR (1180) was heard with a fair signal on 7/11 at 2345

with WHAM off the air. (BD) On 7/12 a SS was quite strong behind WCCO

(930) from 2310-2400. Played classical music, and was probably

PKX, since CMBZ has already signed off. However, 4 musical notes on

a song were heard every half-hour, which happens to be the ID of LR-4

(900), so I am wondering if XELA uses the same song signals. Could lead

to some mistaken identity. (BD) XERFM (660) Mexico, D.F., logged on

FC at 0615. (KR) XEFE (630) Monterrey, heard on f/c TT Fourth Sunday

7/23 0110-0125, although f/c list lists it 3rd Sunday. ID in Spanish.

(LEG) XEEL (710) Culiacan, Sonora, heard s/off 0200 every night. (LEG)

XIPP (820) heard after WPAA s/off 0100 on 7/30. (LEG) XECF which was

assigned 560 Kcs. with 1 Kw., for a Constr Permit has been deleted along

with a new assignment for Toluca, Mexico, on the same freq. of 560. In-

stead, XEOC, Mexico, D.F., remains on 560 with 1 Kw. unlimited time.

The new station assigned to 710 Kcs. with 500(1) is also deleted, as this

was for XECC which is not moving. XEX (730) is making a change in

location from Leon, but the FCC list does not show new location. (FCC)

PUERTO RICO--There is a new station assigned to Isabele, to oper-

ate on 1390 Kcs. with a power of 500(1). (FCC) Veris received from

ARITS (780) Ramay AFS, for reception of 8/29/60. Second report. Sig-

ners is T/Sgt. Robert R. Simco, Maintenance Engineer. Says their output

is 30 watts. (JDS)

LEEWARD ISLANDS--Have heard heterodynes on 644 Kcs. several Sunday

evenings, so it is possible that the Antigua station is on at that time.

The signal goes off at 2130. Do not think they ordinarily broadcast in
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MEXICO

HFAL:2100, Radio Reloj, heard with ID 0300 on 0500
earlier AN 569 (1024) La Voz de Baru, heard with excellent sound on 0500
(LEG)

"Radio Haiti", heard with no transmission signals
640 BPS. Taped report sent in French. (LEG) 4/15 (1200)
Gustav" noted 7:23 - 448-0457 in French with very good sound-
and taped report sent. (LEG)

"Radio Del Sol" (530) the best Cuban heard here. A beautiful 1200
on 0500 "La Voz de Libre" (161) s/on 0600 but heard best at
the early evening before KSL fades in. Definitely the strongest
station in the band. Anyone know the power? (LEG)

0710  "Y6C (1015) sign/on 0555 EST 6/19 with anthem very

CENTRAL AMERICA

GUATEMALA -"TRUX (1020) Guatemala City, is now AN but is closer
W2X to Mexico, not close with KDKA. An additional
1119 also; uses English

"Radio Jamaica" (770) s/on in the clear 0455 6/21 with
some sound. (LEG)

ST. LUCIA -"Radio Swan" (1160) heard well 7/22 at 0555 in Span-
ish. (LEG)

0710  "VOR in from 0628 (1090) Montevideo, on 6/10 at 0200.
Pennant also sent. (ERH)

"Radio Globo" (1180) and "Radio Mayrink" (1220) both
still audible around 0100 GMT. (RP) PRD5 (1400) Rio de Janeiro, faint
signal. (RP) On Monday AN 7/3, PRD-6 (1200) was logged with fair sig-
mal between 0315 and 0403, using mostly what sounded like Japanese.
This report although didn't have much detail. Also at the same
time heard a station on 840 Kcs., which I believe was PRG-9, but the
signal was very weak and I'm not positive. The following Monday (7/10),
I took a log on a station on 830, and I think it was PRL-3 in Belo
Porte, but did not send a report, as I did not have enough posi-
tive information. The time was 0330-0405. (BD) PR49 (1220) "Radio
Mayrink Voiga" in Rio de Janeiro, was I believe, the station heard
07/17 in Portugese 0401-0422 quite strong; taped tentative report sent
Taped tentative report off to PRD5 (960) Radio Nacional in Rio de Janeiro for
7:24 reception at station in Portugese from 0337-0420; signals were
very good. PR13 (080) "Radio Inconfidencia" was probably the first
in Portugese 7/24 at 0425 with poor signals, but might have been ZYU3:
A tentative report sent. (LEG)

0710  "Masco DX show last winter because of college, but heard
HFJP (155) in Spanish broadcasting parallel to 0650 Kcs. From 0530-
0600 very strong. Broadcast is march music and hymns at this early
hour. Verified for 7/7 reception 0530-0600. Signer is Hardy Hayes,
International Service Director. Says that s/on at 0530 is followed by
march music until 0540, then religious program (Spanish) until 0600.
Vorst in English. This station heard almost every morning I've tried,
after WLW fade-out. Country #28 verified. (LEG)

COMAYA (395) "Radio El Sol" heard poorly ID 2153 on 6/16. (L


Eagle Res. S/on 3:15 - Schwartz, Calif.

Little Rock Res. S/on 3:15 - Schwartz, Calif.

MEMS, 3rd Mon. 2-20 - McCurdy - Ill.

Contact Mary L. Larm, 19th Century Hotel, Honolulu - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. A.U., but 11:00 - Schwartz.


Hollywood, Calif. 2nd Mon., 2:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 2:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 3:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 4:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 5:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 6:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 7:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 8:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 9:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 10:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 11:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 12:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 1:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 2:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 3:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 4:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 5:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 6:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 7:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 8:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 9:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 10:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 11:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 12:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 1:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 2:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 3:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 4:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 5:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 6:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 7:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 8:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 9:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 10:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 11:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 12:30 - Schwartz.

San Diego, Calif. 1:30 - Schwartz.